
Restoration, Technology 
and Stumbling Blocks

Introduction to Climate Restoration



The challenges
● We have been emitting for 200 years
● We currently emit 40GtCO2 per year- the 

longer we carry on for, the more removal 
necessary

● Scale- can we scale it up eg land use, 
energy use, cost

● Saturation- can the sink continue to remove 
for long time

● Permanence- will it suddenly reemit the 
CO2 or is it permanent

● Humanitarian and development 
issues-SDGs

United Nations



Scale of Removal
● As much as possible
● To fully restore, need to remove 1375 GtCO2 

(Carbon Brief, 2012)
● Likely nearly 1700 GtCO2 now, 2095 GtCO2 by 

2030
● NASEM study, current technologies safely and 

economically scaled up, could remove 10GtCO2 
per year

● Take a long time, needs new technology 



Scales for 1.5 Degrees
● All pathways to reach 1.5 degrees require removals of “100-1,000GtCO2” over 

the 21st Century according to the IPCC
● Huge scales anyway, but the more we emit, the less CDR we can use for 

restoration



Can we do it?
● Who knows?
● Moonshot
● We couldn’t reach the moon when 

we set the aim
● At least we will get close



How?
1. Remove CO2 directly from the atmosphere (or ocean?)
2. Work out how to store the CO2 as safely as possible
3. Consider human impacts eg food security, health
4. Consider ecosystem impacts eg destruction of ocean ecosystems
5. Consider the amount of storage available
6. Consider costs and benefits (economic sense)



Technologies
● BECCS
● Direct Air Capture
● Natural Climate Solutions (inc. blue carbon)
● Biochar
● Enhanced Weathering
● Ocean Fertilization



Natural Climate Solutions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9mjbzqqA_M


Natural Climate Solutions
● Tree Planting
● Mangroves
● Wetland restoration
● Peat Bogs
● Rewilding
● Whales
● Seagrass
● Macroalgae (kelp forests)
● Ocean Afforestation



Tree Planting-Pros
● Takes in CO2, releases O2- brilliant 

right
● Loads of co-benefits- biodiversity 

increase, medicines, protection from 
flooding and the impact, economic 
opportunity

● Political stance- intuitive and 
appealing across the political 
spectrum

● Seemingly scalable- we can plant 
loads of trees



Tree Planting- Cons
● We don’t understand them very well eg they release potent greenhouse cases 

like VOCs and methane
● If trees are dark, then they might actually add to global warming
● Biodiversity problems- what if we plant trees in areas historically grassland?
● Food supply problems- people need land to grow food, if loads of trees 

planted, can’t grow food
● Tree planting has been used to steal land from indigenous groups by TNCs
● Trees are not a permanent store- they burn- increase due to climate change
● Trees get saturated-ie won’t be able to remove for extended periods



Tree Planting- Solutions?
● Don’t do it at the huge scale
● Far more research, and better research- consider albedo, methane and VOCs
● Agroforestry- but at what scales? How do we carry it out?
● Use managed forests for BECCS
● Empower local communities in forest management
● Consider tree planting as part of a diverse array of solutions
● Don’t rely on it- ITS NOT A PANACEA



Blue Carbon
● Previously underused and 

understudied sink- the oceans
● The oceans are green- algae, 

phytoplankton, kelp, seaweed, 
seagrass etc



Kelp and Ocean Afforestation
● Kelp grows ridiculously fast, so 

store loads of carbon
● They can’t burn like normal forests, 

and lots of CO2 taken to depth
● We think (need more research)
● Could be used to drive BECCS
● At the moment kelp sequesters as 

much CO2 as New York emits, 200 
million tonnes per year

● We still don’t know enough, nor 
what we can do to scale this



Ocean Afforestation

Grow 
Seaweed Digest to 

biomethane Recycle 
nutrients ($)

ents ($)
Extract GHG 

and store 



Ocean Fertilisation-Dream vs Reality
● If afforested 9% oceans, replace 

fossil fuels, remove 53 GtCO2
● But is that feasible, at what cost, 

with what technology
● These ‘forests’ could promote 

fishing- $$$
● Has that been tested? NO!
● Combat coastal eutrophication- but 

what about other impacts
● Do we have the technology? NO!



BECCS
● Grow biomass-plants-they remove 

CO2 from the atmosphere
● Then cut them down (and replant!)
● Burn the crops cut down for 

energy-bioenergy
● Capture the CO2 from the 

concentrated stream- carbon 
capture

● Store the CO2 safely away 
underground



BECCS- Pros
● Technologically easy
● Expertise exists and supply 

chains exist
● Energy produced- but 

expensive
● Stores CO2 

underground-permanent and 
won’t get saturated

● Scalable?
● IPCC relies on it



BECCS- Cons
● Displace food production 
● Larger the scales, more land used
● Excuse to kick indigenous groups off land
● Compete with other land uses eg tree planting
● May be impossible to do at the scale necessary
● Excuse for environmental destruction
● How negative will the supply chains be? eg Drax
● Can we provide sustainable biomass which is also socially just? At the 

moment, it seems not



Direct Air Capture
● Build giant reverse fans
● Pass CO2 through a sorbent which 

absorbs CO2
● Under heat (generally) the sorbent 

will release CO2
● Then take the CO2 and either use it 

(carbon neutral, doesn’t restore) or 
store it underground

Climeworks



Direct Air Capture- Pros
● Scalable- very few land use issues, 

simpler and easier supply chain than
● Modular (ie made of units) so is in theory 

more scalable) 
● BECCS, permanent storage of CO2
● Seems to be compatible with social 

justice
● Companies exist using the technology
● Interest in it from many areas- oil industry 

with Carbon Engineering, Greta at 
Climeworks

Carbon Engineering



Direct Air Capture- Cons
● Energy usage- every type of DAC requires huge amount of energy
● We would need to get it from renewable sources- certain models for 1.5/ 2 

degrees, it needed ¼ of world’s energy
● Cost- cheapest at the moment is ~$100 a tonne- we need to remove likely 

over 2,000 billion tonnes
● But the costs might reduce- between 2000 and 2011 in Germany solar 

dropped by 75%- because of earlier government support
● We need the same level of support to make DAC a competitive marketplace, 

then costs will reduce significantly- but how far?



Enhanced Weathering
● Long term carbon cycle- the way warming is 

reversed is by CO2 uptake in rocks
● Already responsible for uptake of 1GtCO2 per 

year
● Generally not seen as part of the short term 

carbon cycle
● But what if we sped up that weathering?
● How- smaller surface area (crushing), making 

mini-’reactors’, where you spread it
● Generally olivine



Enhanced Weathering-Pros
● Scalable- hugely, in theory
● No land use issues
● Both oceans and on land- many different ways to implement
● Reverse ocean acidification- but a more alkaline ocean isn’t the same as 

reversing acidification
● Stored permanently in the rock
● Not huge cost- $60 tCO2
● Expertise and supply chain already existent- mining
● Cobenefits, eg to soil, agricultural productivity- could be profitable



Enhanced Weathering- Cons
● We don’t know enough yet!
● Unknown unknowns of introducing the rocks into ecosystems
● Environmental and human impact of large scale mining
● Energy usage of crushing



There’s more...
● Ocean fertilisation
● Iron salt aerosol
● Biochar
● Upwelling and downwelling of oceans
● Certainly not all are feasible, nor are all good- some may be hugely 

damaging!



Why stumbling blocks...
● Optimism vs pessimism
● Realism vs idealism
● These stumbling blocks may be too much- they may be so much to rule out a 

tech
● But we may be able to overcome them
● This is where research comes in- needs to come from companies and 

governments
● This is why Worldward does not advocate for any specific technology



Why public knowledge?
● Misled- public and politicians
● Public understanding of science key way to reverse the climate crisis
● Greenwashing
● Panacea narrative
● Knowledge is power, and a knowledgeable and active public will drive action



What’s next?
● Sign up for Worldward volunteer programme!
● Attend weekly webinars
● Check out resources
● Go away and research for yourself!
● Be an agent of knowledge and an agent of change
● Then we will change the world 


